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ABSTRACT 
 The target of the outline is supreme position encoder can be associated with the Input and yield signals 

which takes into account an immediate interface to the host processor and to run the relating encoder's lord 

convention. It is likewise associated with the 10-stick header or subD-15 connector through this encoder. This 

plan permits the host processor to enact either the 4-wire RS-485 physical interface to associate with an EnDat 

2.2, BiSS, or SSI encoder, or the 2-wire RS-485 interface with control over RS-485 to associate with a 

HIPERFACE DSL encoder. An outright rotational encoder decides its position utilizing a static reference point, a 

flat out turning encoder is inherently ready to convey higher quality criticism like Higher general determination 

and introduction, Better start up execution on account of low homing time, Accurate movement recognition along 

different tomahawks, Multiple yield conventions for better gadgets combination, Better recuperation from 

framework or power disappointments. Deciding multi-hub introduction for CNC machines utilized as a part of 

parts assembling, naturally deciding the stature of scissor beds utilized as a part of healing facilities, Accurately 

situating numerous stabilizers for huge vehicles like cranes or aeronautical lifts, Moving programmed entryways 

or sounds without a constraining switch and Continuing mechanical development neatly even after a power 

disappointment. A servo engines are not a particular class of engine, they are planned and intended to use in 

movement control applications which require high exactness situating, speedy turning around and uncommon 

execution. Mechanical computerization is the utilization of control frameworks, for example, PCs or robots, and 

data advancements for taking care of various procedures and hardware in an industry to supplant a person. It is 

the second step past automation in the extent of industrialization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Outright position encoders like EnDat 2.2, BiSS, SSI or HIPERFACE DSL. A connector with 3.3V 

rationale I/O signals takes into account guide interface to the host processor like Sitara AM437x or Delfino F28379 

run the comparing expert convention (Agnus Swarnanisha Lakshmi & Palanivel Rajan, 2016). The TI 

configuration permits the host processor to choose between a 4-wire encoder interface like EnDat 2.2 and BiSSor 

a 2-wire interface with control over RS485 like HIPERFACE DSL. To meet the chose encoder's supply go, the 

plan offers a programmable yield voltage with either 5.25V or 11V. The outline is controlled through industry 

standard 24V and elements a wide information voltage go from15 to 60V (Dhivya & Kavitha, 2014). A connector 

with 3.3V rationale I/O signals takes into consideration an immediate interface to the host processor like 

SitaraAM437x or C2000MCU to run the relating encoder's lord convention. The outline permits the host processor 

to initiate either the 4-wireRS-485 physical interface to associate with an EnDat2.2, BiSS, or SSI encoder, or the 

2-wire RS-485 interface with control over RS485 to interface with a HIPERFACE DSL encoder. To meet the 

chose encoder's supply extents and details, the ensured encoder control supply includes a programmable yield 

voltage of either 5.25 or 11V (Kavitha & Gayathri, 2015). The voltage alongside the voltage swell and yield 

current was guaranteed it is consistent to the overall supply determination for the encoder guidelines EnDat2.2, 

BiSS, SSI, and HIPERFACE DSL. The outright position encoder can be associated with the reference plan either 

through a subD-15 connector or a10-pinheader. 

 
Figure.1. Block diagram 
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EnDat 2.2: The EnDat 2.2 interfaces from HEIDENHAIN is a simply advanced, bidirectional serial interface 

standard for direct or revolving position criticism encoders (Kavitha & Palanisamy, 2013). The EnDat 2.2 ace 

sends the sort of information transmitted, similar to supreme position, parameters, and diagnostics, through mode 

summons to the encoder. The EnDat 2.2 interface is additionally suited for wellbeing related applications up to 

SIL 3. 

 
Figure.2. EnDat2.2 Position Encoder Diagram 

Physical Layer: EnDat 2.2 indicates a differential line transmitter and beneficiary as per EIA standard RS-485 

for the differential signs CLOCK+, CLOCK–, DATA+, and DATA–. The differential DATA+ and DATA– signs 

are bidirectional half-duplex, and the RS-485 handset is arranged in directional mode with DE and/RE tight 

together. The differential CLOCK+ and CLOCK– signs are unidirectional and are a yield of the consequent 

hardware. The information is transmitted and gotten synchronous to the clock flag, which is produced by the 

EnDat 2.2 ace. On the EnDat 2.2 ace, the transmit information changes on the falling edge clock edge. Immediately 

remuneration on the ace, the get information is hooked on the rising clock edge. The clock stays high when there 

is neither information transmitted nor information got. The clock recurrence is variable. The most extreme clock 

recurrence relies on upon the link length. With proliferation defer remuneration in the EnDat 2.2 ace, the clock 

recurrence can be from 100 kHz up to 16 MHz, and up to 100-m link length with 8 MHz. Utilization of 

HEIDENHAIN links is required. EnDat 2.2 determines the power supply go from 3.6 to 14 V. The low-recurrence 

yield voltage swell must be under 100 Mvp. 

BiSS INTERFACE: The BiSS interface is an open source convention presented by iC-Haus GmbH. BiSS 

characterizes a computerized bidirectional serial interface for actuators and sensors, for example, turning or 

position encoders. BiSS subtle elements can be found at BiSS Interface. BiSS permits serial-synchronous 

information correspondence in unidirectional mode or bidirectional mode (BiSS-C nonstop mode). The BiSS 

interface is equipment good to the SSI. The BiSS convention characterizes every supporter into the accompanying 

information segments: sensor information, actuator information, and enroll information. Every segment can have 

different setups as per get to and transmission execution, contingent upon the diverse sensor application. This 

convention is alluded to as the BiSS ace that sends and gets information from the position encoder. With BiSS 

direct or turning position encoders. 

 
Figure.3. Diagram of BiSS Interface 

HIPERFACE DSL: HIPERFACE DSL is an advanced convention determined and claimed by Sick. 

HIPERFACE DSL is gotten from High performance Inter face Digital Servo Link. The power of the convention 

empowers the association with the engine input framework through the engine association link and rearranges the 

establishment of an encoder framework in the drive. Key components of HIPERFACE DSL 2-wire physical 

interface are: 

 Digital interface consistent to RS-485 standard with an exchange rate of 9.375 MBaud. 

 Half-duplex correspondence with the encoder through double wires. 

Power supply and correspondence with the encoder did utilizing the same double wires. The association 

links to the encoder are steered as a protected, curved combine link in the power supply link to the engine. Thusly, 

no different link for the encoder plug connector is required (Palanivel Rajan, 2017). 

 Cable length between the recurrence inverter and the encoder up to 100m without debasement of the 

working execution HIPERFACE DSL can be utilized as a part of two distinctive interface circuit setups. Every 

design requires an alternate sort of association link. 

When utilizing a different encoder link, the 4-wire interface is utilized. To utilize a 2-wire link 

incorporated in the engine link (Figure.3), a transformer is required to build basic mode dismissal proportion. The 

supply voltage and GND are coupled onto the RS-485 differential flags through inductors L1 and L2, and DC is 
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decoupled to the transformer through capacitors C3 and C4, individually. The differential RS-485 flags after the 

transformer are AC coupled into the two wires through wires. 

SSI: SSI is a unidirectional serial convention over RS-422 (Mohanapriya & Vadivel, 2013). The unidirectional 

clock is created by the ace and is determined from 80 kHz to 2 MHz. The get information is unidirectional too 

with the MSB transmitted first (Palanivel Rajan & Poovizhi, 2016). SSI does not bolster engendering postpone 

remuneration. Different encoder merchants make total position encoders with SSI. The clock is high when latent 

(Palanivel Rajan, 2012). To start an information exchange, the clock goes low and the position is put away. On 

the principal rising edge of the clock flag, the MSB is moved out at the SSI encoder. On the second rising edge, 

the MSB-1 is moved out, etc., until the last piece (LSB) is moved out. After another clock cycle, the clock stays 

high until the following information exchange is begun. Contingent upon the time-out, the current locked position 

or another position esteem are transmitted on the following exchange. For points of interest, allude to the datasheet 

of the comparing SSI encoder (PalanivelRajan, 2015). 

The Main Features of this Design: Universal equipment to interface to EnDat 2.2, BiSS, SSI, and HIPERFACE 

DSL encoders underpins all comparing standard information rates up to no less than 100-m link length. 

 Industry standard 24-V DC supply contribution with wide information voltage run from 15 to 60 V. The 

info is secured against turn around extremity. Locally available DC/DC to created 3.3-V purpose of-load. 

 3.3-V supply half-duplex RS-485 handset SN65HVD78 with 12-kV IEC-ESD and 4-kV EFT disposes of 

cost for outer ESD parts. 

 Encoder P/S with wide info extend (15 to 60 V) and programmable yield voltage 5.25 V or 11 V, agreeable 

to EnDat 2.2, BiSS, or HIPERFACE DSL encoders. 

 OV, UV, and exact over current point of confinement with short out security utilizing TI eFuse innovation 

with current screen (IMON) and blame Indicator. Alternative to sidestep eFuse if insurance highlights not 

required. 

 Host processor interface (3.3-V I/O) to processors like Sitara AM437x or C2000 MCU to run the EnDat 

2.2, BiSS, or HIPERFACE DSL ace (Palanivel Rajan, 2015). 

Host Processor Interface: To change from one interface to alternate, this outline utilizes a simple MUX. The 

simple MUX is chosen rather than an unadulterated computerized one in light of the fact that the correspondence 

transport is bidirectional (the immaculate advanced MUX is unidirectional). Besides, to stay away from any effect 

on the correspondence between the host processor (ace) and the encoder, the engendering deferral is a key 

parameter while selecting an appropriate MUX/DEMUX (Palanivel Rajan, 2012). 

Use in Industry: Rotational encoders are frequently used to track the position of the engine shaft on changeless 

magnet brushless engines, which are generally utilized on CNC machines, robots, and other mechanical hardware. 

Incremental (quadrature) encoders are utilized on acceptance engine sort servo motors; however total encoders 

are utilized as a part of changeless magnet brushless engines, where relevant. In these applications, the criticism 

gadget (encoder) assumes an imperative part in guaranteeing that the hardware works legitimately (Palanivel 

Rajan & Vijayprasath, 2015). The encoder synchronizes the relative rotor magnet and stator twisting positions to 

the current gave by the drive. Most extreme torque comes about if the current is connected to the windings when 

the rotors magnets are in a specific position extend with respect to the stator windings. The engine will perform 

ineffectively or not in the slightest degree if this planning is not balanced accurately. Despicable encoder 

arrangement on the engine can really make it run in reverse some of the time bringing about an unsafe flee 

condition. Adjust arrangement is basic to legitimate operation of these engines. 

Robotization has been accomplished by different means including mechanical, water powered, pneumatic, 

electrical, electronic gadgets and PCs, more often than not in mix (Palanivel Rajan, 2016). Convoluted 

frameworks, for example, present day production lines, planes and ships ordinarily utilize all these consolidated 

strategies. 

Advantages of Absolute Encoders: A flat out encoder works as a non-unpredictable position confirmation 

gadget. Genuine position is not lost if the power comes up short or the framework moves while power is off. A 

consistent perusing of position is not required. This is especially valuable in applications, for example, satellite 

following radio wires, where periodic position check is all that is important (Vivek & Palanivel Rajan, 2016). 

Programming Flexibility: By wiping out the requirement for framework homing, supreme encoders can be 

controlled to give situating programs in light of setting up reference from indicate point, instead of from a home 

position. Also, a chip interface module empowers the framework creator to program in a few working parameters, 

including determination. Security In a few applications, lost position could bring about harm to the hardware or 

damage to the administrator (Vivek & Audithan, 2014). A flat out encoder gives position confirmation the minute 

power is up. Better Immunity to Electrical Noise Absolute encoders decide position by consistently perusing a 

coded flag. Stray heartbeats, coming about because of electrical clamor, won't gather and exact position is 

accessible again on the following perusing Single Turn and Multi-Turn Absolute Encoders. A multi-turn encoder 

comprises of a progression of circles associated with the essential high determination plate through an arrangement 
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of adapting. The Ledex multi-turn total encoder highlights 4,096 turns with a determination of 4,096 positions/turn 

(Vasudevan, 2015). 

Long Distance Transmission: The encoder produces a parallel information yield which is changed over to serial 

and is perfect for transmitting data at high speeds over long separations up to 4,000 feet. Programming with the 

Serial-to-Parallel Converter Module (Sukanesh, 2010). 

The SPA 3 converter modules are accessible for use with multi-turn total encoders with serial information 

yield to change over data from the encoder to a parallel configuration. The SPA 2 is utilized with outright encoders 

that have a synchronous serial interface (SSI). What's more, a few working parameters can be customized in by 

the client or programming should be possible at the manufacturing plant preceding shipment. 

2. CONCLUSION 

There are numerous supreme position encoder gauges that utilization RS-485 or RS-422 serial 

computerized interfaces with, as EnDat2.2, BiSS, or HIPERFACEDSL. The outline has been tried for EMC 

insusceptibility against the electrostatic release (ESD), quick transient burst (EFT), surge, and led RF with levels 

determined per IEC61800-3. This outline bolsters link lengths of up to no less than 100m. The connector in this 

plan has devoted pins for interfacing a 2-wire HIPERFACEDSL encoder. 
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